Reserva Ecológica de Guapiaçu
REGUA Dec 2018 – A hive of activity

by NJ Locke December 22nd 2018

The year 2018 has altogether been a productive year. The two most significant results, that of the
tourism increase and the introduction of the tapir, have influenced a number of valuable outputs
contributing to the overall success of REGUA that propels its status as one of the most active
conservation projects in the RJ State.
Stuart Housdon’s arrival with Alan mid-year has also been really positive. Aside his generous help in
planting trees, he set himself the task of developing the next 10yr land purchase strategy, studying and
determining the environmental principles showing us that we have been on the right track. In fact, this
year alone REGUA acquired a further 475ha to add to the reserve.
A general concern surrounds the recent presidential elections and possible political effects and
changes within Brazil. The candidate Jair Bolsonaro rode a perfect wave that the PT (workers party) left
him. The economic boom fruit of high commodity prices in soy, minerals and the finding of sub-salt
petroleum in Lula’s second term a decade ago, sparked Brazil’s growth acceleration programme and
huge regional investments in infrastructure. Little inspection/superintendence led to syphoning of
funds to fund re-elections and more, but when commodity prices crashed after a couple of economic
blips in China in tandem with a political exposure led by Judge Moro, a wave of Gov’t politicians
(including the last president Lula) were accused of corruption leading to their imprisonment.

The sudden halt of investments saw unfinished projects and massive unemployment (12.5 %+) in a
country reckoned to be the 6th economic force of the world. Understaffed policing and inefficient
justice led to increased lawlessness (USA 17250 vs 61620 “accounted for” homicides in Brazil in 2016)
and Bolsonaro stepped in saying that something was wrong. With Venezuela next door, any smart
candidate can point to the neighbour and reach to the core of every citizen. Young professionals can
migrate to Portugal, but most of the population face a lack of employment, incur debt, only hear of the
luxury of those involved in corruption scandals and fear the lack of personal safety. Bolsonaro says he
wants to clean things up, provide more jobs and get the economy going, a powerful message that
reaches to everyone. Ironically Lula did a superb job at pulling people out of poverty and now these
demand the continuum of that promised progress. Yes, we do hear of concern for the environment,
gay rights, and social inclusion, but perhaps this is the moment to show consistency and solidarity to
express a clear, objective and united message.
Fortunately REGUA’s message isn’t political and the land purchase Strategy reveals the consistency of
the past 15 years work

An impossible dream so many years ago, the above map reveals that close to 50% of the total area we
consider crucial to the making of the REGUA reserve (31818ha) has been secured through land
purchase (6758ha) and “Partner” (7650ha) agreements. It is only a question of time before we make
one the most successful reserves in SE Brazil to the benefit of its biodiversity, local population, those
who visit and those who replicate the model elsewhere. There are many properties for sale within the
remaining Arc, and if we continue at this rate, we stand to make this reserve a global reference.

As Dr. Jorge Rey, Director of University of Florida’s Medical Entomology Lab wrote on 16/11/18,
The Reserva Ecológica de Guapiaçu is a model of conservation and ecological restoration for
the whole world to emulate. It demonstrates what can be accomplished when the goals are clear,
the methods sound, and the resolve strong. The ecological, environmental, and social benefits of
preserving and restoring this portion of the Atlantic rainforest are well known and would take
volumes to enumerate.
The REGUA project is already a tremendous success because they have identified and systematically
addressed the five critical aspects involved in an endeavor of this nature and magnitude: protection
through land acquisition and management agreements, restoration including revegetation and
wetlands restoration, education, research, and local buy-in, and they have done this in an efficient
and effective manner Everyone involved in this project has my utmost admiration and respect. I am
certain that your efforts will be emulated in many parts of the world and in many different habitats.
Purchases completed in 2018
Fatorelli (Rainforest Trust) Jan 2018
Armênio 2 (Rainforest Trust) Feb 2018
Joselei (REGUA) March 2018
Coelho (World Land Trust) May 2018
Ricardo Lemgruber (Rainforest Trust ) August 2018
Isaias Vidal ( Rainforest Trust ) August 2018
Cavico (REGUA) September 2018
Jovelino( World Land Trust) October 2018
Armênio 3 (World Land Trust) October 2018
Renato Nogueira (World Land Trust) December 2018
Fernando Lagoa ( Saving Species) December 2018
Total

Hectares
162
21
6
146
10
70
13
6
12
23
6
475ha

Acres
405
52
15
365
25
175
32,5
15
30
57,5
15
1188acres

The Petrobras funded project, the GGV2 programme, has been delivering REGUA’s education
programme through principally school visits. A programme of water sampling involving 20 students at
6 fixed points in the municipality during the course of the year interested the project’s donor,
Petrobras, and the GGV2 was featured at the World Water Forum held in Brasilia early this year.

Petrobras wishes to amplify the programme’s “methodology” to other partner projects elsewhere.
School Visits
completed in 2018
School visits
Young rangers
School teachers
Teacher Courses

Total Nos
School visits
43
18
45
12

Participants
30
3
8

1290
18
135
96

Another successful part of the GGV2 included tree planting and REGUA planted 50 thousand trees this
season. The success drew the attention of SOS Mata Atlantica who funded a further 6ha and The UK

Parrot Trust and Stuart Housdon’s generous retirement fund completed the season’s planting. The
results have been astonishing as the weather has been so helpful.
REGUA will continue to plant another 50 thousand trees this season with Petrobras support, and WLT
has generously funded a further 12 thousand trees and the SOS Mata Atlantica together with Body
Shop are funding a further 15 thousand trees. This has been brilliant for REGUA and the project is
considered one the most successful restoration projects in RJ state, to the merit of the team that has
been loyal and very hard working from seed collecting, nursery work to planting and fencing.
With Gabriela Vianna’s departure, Tatiana Horta has taken over delivering a capable management and
continuation of this project which we hope gets renewed at the end of 2019.
REGUA’s conservation work shows capacity and consistency that attract many universities to monitor
the restoration efforts that lead to further research. We were delighted to receive Global restoration
reference Dr. Robin Chazdon (below) who had visited 5 years ago and show those changes.

Distinguished Brazilian forested Renato Crouzeilles of RJ International Sustainability Institute brought a
group here a day visit evidencing the proximity between both organizations. The results promote our
work reaching towards further funding.

Thinking on how to consolidate this activity within the RJ State, and based on success of the last
seminars, REGUA is organizing the third regional event named “Observatório Florestal Fluminense". It
will offer an opportunity for stakeholders in the restoration business to meet each other, provide case
studies of successes and failures with the aim to strengthen a mutually beneficial agenda. Perhaps
“How can we share resources” would be the main objective. I am sure we can create a wave of success
stories across the board drawing international attention. Coincidentally, we also had a visit from the
British Consul, Simon Wood. He confirmed that Governments are encouraging the planting of forests
on a large scale to mitigate the effects of global climate change, music to our ears. Our thoughts are
on doing this next February/March in Rio, but everyone is fired up and we would like to invite Simon to
kick things off!

REGUA conducts an experimental plot with a RJ University, using different cultivation methods,
another way to reach into academia, draw attention, where results are quoted in publications and
seminars.
As a result of the Reforestation, REGUA was selected as a gateway for the Tapir reintroduction, to
reach into the surrounding Serra do Mar forested mountain range. Though these animals are relatively
tame, for they come from a breeding centre, all are radio collared, and the data collected helps to
promote REGUA’s objectives and ambitions. The Tapirs are in healthy condition and though still
rummaging for kitchen scraps, the project has got off to a good start and we are adapting to each
other.
The research helps to promote the conservation work occurring at REGUA. A total of 14 Universities
are involved in one way or another and one of them is seeking to establish a small campus near
REGUA. They wish to focus on sustainability and develop capacity building courses in the vicinity, e.g.
carpentry and organic farming, which would be well accepted by the local community.

Finally University researchers here believe there is a new bat species at REGUA. The total number of
species is already at 45, the second richest area in the RJ state. A recent study revealed that there
were more bats at REGUA then in many Parks, due principally to the fact that REGUA is a mosaic of
protected forests, wetlands and open habitats.
REGUA is attracting young biology researchers and one study group is the Mantis team, interested in
invertebrate and promoting the world of insects. With a grant from National Geographic, this team
surveyed all the Praying Mantis across the state, and found a staggering 15 of the 22 genera at REGUA
including the Dragon mantis (below), considered one of the world’s most spectacular.

It made global headlines. The overall results in research could not be more satisfying and promising,
reflected by the number of courses occurring here at REGUA, a tribute to the interest by those
participating, the professors wanting to help us and the quality of the reserve area.

Research projects in 2018
New Post Graduate Studies
Professional Courses held at REGUA
Articles
University Disciplines held at REGUA
Researchers engaged at REGUA

Nº
9
9
6
30
50

Total Nº
participants
9
135
750
50

Tourism numbers increased from last year contributing to REGUA financial sustainability. National
tourist numbers increased significantly from last year.
REGUA participated in the UK Birdfair, Brazilian Birdfair and this is helping to maintain expectations for
next year. Financial sustainability continues to be the challenge, but consolidating the message
through communication is definitely key to our long term success.

The British Birdfair is the world’s most important venue and REGUA participated with a superb stand
supported by UK volunteers, Sue Healey, Lee Dingain, Alan Martin and Rachel Walls (above from left to
right). It’s faithful support like this that has promoted REGUA as a destination leading to visitation
throughout the year. Thank you all so much for you valuable assistance and dedication to the cause.
National visitation has increased dramatically as local birders also want to see those elusive species.

Tourist Numbers in 2018

Year

Numbers

Visitors

2018

414

Day Visitors

2018

876

Volunteers

2018

4

Bednights

Conclusion: We are delighted to report that REGUA continues to be attracting people to visit,
attracting birders, dragon fly experts and general naturalists from around the globe.

“A lot behind!” photo of Rafi, visiting RJ cricket club wicket keeper and batsman

1630
120

After much internal discussion over the past few years, REGUA held its annual General Assembly, and
modified its REGUA statutes providing greater asset control and increasing membership support.
Lawyers approved the changes and commented that the statutes had been well prepared. This will
give us with the necessary power to continue developing and expanding the reserve, lending
confidence and security to potential donors for the next decade. Next year there is an election for the
six year presidential period and both Raquel and I are wishing to present ourselves as candidate to
lead this successful project.
Along with BART, REGUA receives the support of two funding Agencies, The World Land Trust and the
Rainforest Trust. Both Stuart Pimm and Clinton Jenkins of Saving Species, both Atlantic Rainforest
experts stepped in to secure a small but expensive lowland property based on its connectivity factor.
However there are some tantalizing land purchase opportunities within the Guapiaçu catchment.
Generally funding Agencies prefer providing grants to influential regional partner organizations to
lobby their Gov’ts to establish protected areas/ Parks. The costs are generally much lower (up to
2.5USD/ ha) and undoubtedly a necessary first step in securing pristine habitats and amazing
biodiversity. REGUA has a slightly different approach, aimed at building a considerable area just an
hour and a half from an international airport, supported by community interest and producing long
lasting consequences. It never ceases to amaze us that even in this day and age of land valuation, we
are capable of raising funds to secure these areas to include within the reserve area.

REGUA’s orchid Cathedral funded by San Diego Orchid Soc. and Peter Tobias is well advanced and will
be a landscaped collection of special plants, specifically orchids to show visitors that this area is very
special for orchids. Already orchid veteran Helmut Seehawer has identified 72 genera comprising 257
species which might be 60 to 70 % of the existing orchids at REGUA.
REGUA has done brilliantly so far together and on behalf of everyone working here, we thank you all
for your generous continuous funding that has made this process possible.
REGUA continue to be a very special environmental project, forging a reputation of “Excellence” in the
Neotropics. Located in a global “hotspot”, part of an “Important Bird Area” (IBA) as defined by Birdlife
International, REGUA is an “Outpost of the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve”. Supported by amazing video
and camera trap images, Researcher André Lanna put REGUA in the forefront of Southern Muriqui

conservation, evidenced by a substantial population at REGUA. Prompted by the Rainforest Trust,
REGUA successfully became a member of IUCN and will be participating in the Protected Area
conference in Lima 2019. This all shows the significant role at REGUA and that it is reaching to other
projects in learning and sharing, enfin, to provide a clear and objective message on the importance of
this special place.
By establishing a reserve of these proportions within the Atlantic Rainforest, REGUA through its
programmes contributes positively to long term global conservation objectives and shows that it is
possible to make a difference. I am sure we will be delivering exciting results next year!!

“A lot ahead!” photo by Clinton Jenkins

As we are wrapping up the year, and wish everyone a very happy Xmas, good health and a successful
New Year ahead. A very BIG “Thank You” to you all from all of us here to those that have made this
happen!!

Guapiaçu, 22 December 2018

Nicholas, Raquel and Thomas Locke

